


    How to scan & edit physical paper via iPad  




















      

       1. Place your document on a flat table 





















 




Scanner Pro 
$1.99


Notability 

$2.99





2. Open the "Scanner Pro" app. (If you do not have 
this App, it can be found on the AppStore).



3. Inside Scanner Pro, tap on the camera+ icon at 
the bottom of the screen. This opens your camera 
to scan the document. Take a picture of the 
document. It will auto-flatten it as if it was scanned 
in a real scanner. 




  
























4. Press done after the document is scanned. 












5. Tap the button to export, here. 






Then, save to                                                           
photos, here.





(You should see 
"this page has 
been saved 
successfully")









6. We are done with 
Scanner Pro. Now, open the 
Notability App so we can 
interact with this document. 
Create a new document in 
Notability by tapping on the 
icon on the top right, here.



 











7. Here you can begin creating a document. To 

add your newly scanned 
photo, tap the + icon



Then, tap Photo 



Choose "Camera Roll"

and find the document 
you just scanned.














8. Resize the image by 
dragging the corners to fill 
up the screen. When you 
are done resizing, tap 
somewhere outside of the 
image to deselect it. 














9. Select the Pencil tool here

Choose your pencil's 
thickness and color and 
begin marking up your 
document. 












          










               All done!










You can now edit a document in real time in front 
of the classroom while you are connected to the 
Apple TV (which is connected to a projector that 
displays your iPad screen to the class). 






















This provides the same 
functionality as the 
classroom Elmos. Hopefully 
this can help simplify 
technology in the 





















Bonus: You can even 
export this scanned/edited 
document as a .pdf.



Tap on the export button 
and you can email the .pdf 
to yourself. 



Or, you can leave it in your 
iPad and it will be saved 
within the Notability App.



Extra Bonus: Turn on iCloud on your iPad and all 
your Notability and Scanner Pro documents will be 
accessible on all of your iPads and iPhones. Make 
a change on one and it 
syncs across all devices.  















